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PrimoChill 1/2in. Rigid
RevolverSX Series Fitting –

UV SIlver Blue

$8.25

Product Images

Short Description

RevolverSX Rigid tubing fittings, PrimoChill's answer to hodge podge of different colors used in your
watercooling build. RevolverSX is the foundation of your next build, pick the color that best matches your
build and simply install, now that was EASY… Powering the modder and watercooler alike.

https://www.facebook.com/PerformancePCs
https://twitter.com/PerformancePCs
https://www.instagram.com/performancepcs/
https://www.youtube.com/user/PerformancepcsTV
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Description

RevolverSX Rigid tubing fittings, PrimoChill's answer to hodge podge of different colors used in your
watercooling build. RevolverSX is the foundation of your next build, pick the color that best matches your
build and simply install, now that was EASY… Powering the modder and watercooler alike.

Taking your system to the next level is an art form driven by color and textures. PrimoChill's latest offering of
water cooling rigid compression fittings has married these features into one incredible fitting poised to
dominate the market once again. Years in the making. The RSX fitting truly represents the principles of
PrimoChill. A fitting built for functionality complimented by its distinct aesthetics. Not all fittings are created
equal. The RSX is proof of this. Yet, the road has been proven difficult. Protypes. Revisions. Testing. More
testing. Back to the drawing board. Tears. Sweat. Long nights of no sleep. More revisions. Until finally now. A
product you deserve. A fitting that gives you the creative freedom all while making sure your PC is taken care
of. We understand that water cooling is more than a hobby. It’s a lifestyle. We don’t mess around. This one’s
for you.

Features

HANDCRAFTED ALUMINUM
Compression caps created in a multiple step process that achieves corrosion resistance with an
uncompromised finish.

COLOR CORRECTNESS
SpectraX powder coated caps for unprecedented color correctness and long term consistency.

UNIQUE DESIGN
Patent Pending compression fittings that lead the industry in innovation and ease of use.

INDUSTRY STANDARD
G 1/4 threaded brass core plated in bright nickel for unbeatable corrosion resistance.

CONTINUED INNOVATION
A continuous industry leader in style and function within the water cooling community.

SIMPLIFIED USAGE
Quick and simple installation with minimization of leakage or cross threading.

TOOL INCLUDED
Tool provides easy install and removal of cap.

DIAMOND KNURL
Exceptional gripping power for turning of cap.

PATENT PENDING DESIGN
O-Ring compression sealing pipe coupling system.

THREAD ENGAGEMENT
Precise stack of threads with starter threads for proper sealing force.
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Specifications

Parts Included:

1x RevolverSX Fittings

Compatibility:

These fittings are designed to work with any 1/2 in. OD rigid tubing including PETG, PMMA, and Copper
tubing.

Although aluminum is used for the outside compression ring, no aluminum comes in direct contact with the
fluid so mix metal corrosion is not an issue.
RSX caps are coated with a durable powder coat but we still recommend handling with care so you can enjoy
the finish for years to come.

Additional Information

Brand Primochill

SKU F-RSX12-USB

Weight 0.1000

Fitting Type Rigid Compression

Fitting Size 1/2"

Fitting Angle Straight

Fitting Finish Silver


